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SUMMARY 

The experience of Canada's ten provinces, which are spread over a distance 

Of 3,500 miles, and many of which are remote  from integrated steel operations, 

is that as their economies develop industrially small non-integrated steel plants 

are built.    As a result  of the evolution of these plants  in design and operating 

techniques they are now competing successfully in the same area as fully integra- 

ted plants.    Parallels  can be drawn between  the emerging industrial economies of 

developing countries  and the economies of Canada's provinces.    The experience 

gained in the design,   construction and operation of Canada's non-integrated mills 

provides useful guidelines for emerging- industrial economies  in determining the 

type of steel plant most  suited to their needs. 

*    This is a summary of a paper issued under the same title as ID/WG.I4/0I. 

1/ The  views and opinions expressed in this  paper are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the  secretariat of UNIDO.    The document 
is presented as submitted by the author,  without re-editing. 
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A short history of Canada's non-integrated steel industry is given along with 

detailed descriptions and plant  layouts of some of the plants which it is thought 

might be of particular interest  to developing countries.     Pour cases dealing with 

hypothetical  situations are given along with plant  layouts   for these ncn-integrata 

plants ranging in  tonnage from  50,000 tgbnslLper year to  300,000  tons per year of 

^^•UiishMl product  and 

\ structurels  to  piate, 

trom Cpiadian and U»9.  experience ai^e  given. 

^ Although  all  of the non-integrated Canadifci steel  plants  use  steel scrap as 

their source of raw material,   serious  consideration is  being given to the utiliza- 

tion of directly  reduced melting stock  in electric arc  furnaces  as a substitute 

for or supplement  to steel scrap.     Two possible methods of producing such materi 

are outlined with  capital and operating costs drawn from published data being gi 

Under Forth American conditions,   capital costs per annual net  ton of product 

will vary from $60 to $120 for bar mills depending upon the   size  and product   lin*j 

of the mill.     Conversion cost   for melting steel scrap will be  about $18 per ton 

plus  2.2 man hours per ton of continuously cast billets,  while  rolling conversioni 

costs will  be  about $5.50 per net   ton  of product  plus  1.8 man hours per ton.     Th«| 

conversion cost   of ore to directly reduced electric arc  furnace  feed will  be  of 

the order of $10  to $12 per nee  ton  of Pc contained in  the  product with metallizl 

tion varying from 85% to %% depending upon the  process  and  raw materials. 
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